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Revisit students understanding of the scientific method.
Write effective research questions.
Formulate different forms of hypotheses.

Objectives
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1. What is the Scientific Method?

The  is defined as a procedure used to provide scientific explanations for questions about  scientific method*

the world. It outlines the way a scientist can perform an  to collect   which can be experiment*   dataempirical *

used to answer a  . The scientist plans their experiment based on   that allows question* background research*

them to form a   predicting what may happen. When the experiment is complete, they will use their hypothesis*

data to form a  (The Scientific Method: Steps, Terms & Examples, 2013) conclusion*

The scientific method follows a particular order, but this order 
is frequently disrupted, and elements of it are revised at various 
points along the way.

2. Writing Effective Research Questions
As we have seen in the face to face session, the development of good research questions is a process on its own 
and can be represented by the following design suggested by O'Leary, Z. (2004)

Revisiting the Scientific 
Method. I
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Getting your research questions right requires a process of 
brainstorming, reading reliable sources, defining relevant 
concepts, narrowing, clarifying, and tweaking earlier 
attempts at your question.

3. Hypotheses
3.1. What is a hypothesis?

A hypothesis is an assumption, an idea that is proposed for the sake of argument so that it can be  to see tested
if it might be true (Hypothesis, n.d)

A hypothesis tests the relationship between the  and  variables and it is stated before independent* dependent*

the data collection.

If people exercise for 30 minutes per day at least three days per week, then their cholesterol levels will be 
reduced.

3.2. What is null hypothesis?

The null hypothesis states that there is no significant difference or relationship between two or more variables.

There is no relationship between exercising and cholesterol levels.

Null hypotheses can be directional and non-directional.

As it sounds exactly, the directional one predicts the direction of the difference or the relationship between the 
variables, but the non-directional does not.

This handout goes hand in hand with the slides presented during the face-to-face session. In addition, it can be 
complemented by class discussions, notes, and the supporting resources offered online.
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Background Research

data available in books/journals/the internet from previous studies that can provide information about the 
studied subject

Conclusion

support or rejection of the experiment's hypothesis produced from the experiment's data

Dependent variable

the thing being measured in an experiment (i.e. the outcome)

Empirical Data

Information obtained through data collection methods (i.e: experiment/questionnaire/interview).

Experiment

a test that provides data that directly answers a question

Hypothesis

a potential answer for the research question that can be tested

Independent variable

the factor that causes or influences the outcome (i.e. the cause)

Research Question

The problem that a research is looking to answer

Scientific method

a series of steps used by scientists to answer questions about the world.

Glossary
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